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• Why ebook?

• Format

• Distribution

• Discoverability and findability

• Marketing

The Basics
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‘Keeping up with digital publishing’… HOW and 

WHY?

‘Shifting consumer expectations, changes in formats, continued growth in content use 

on mobile devices: these trends suggest the digital revolution is far from over.’
Publishers Weekly

‘In moving away from traditional e-readers, […] readers are dictating the type of 

content that they will read… retailers are accepting the changing landscape of ebooks, 

and changing their game plan. Publishers and self-publishing authors must do the same.’
Rachel Gregory, The Independent Publishing Magazine, Feb 2016
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Maximising Your Ebook’s Potential

‘Amazon’s overall Top 20 Best Sellers, and even the overall Top 10, have come to be 

dominated by self-published titles from indie authors — nearly half of which were not 

priced at $0.99 but rather “full-priced” sales’
www.authorearnings.com 2016

According to OverDrive…

their ‘500-millionth all-time checkout was recorded in September 2015’. 

http://www.authorearnings.com


Pay attention to industry progressions.

Self-published titles are still enjoying healthy sales – even those that aren’t 

priced at 99p… (An example of how things have changed)

The way that people are reading ebooks is changing; a move that may work 

in favour of self-published titles.

Consider which genres are doing best, when you think about your ebook’s 

suitability for the format.

There are indications that ebook sales to libraries have increased over the last 

two years.

What are the implications?
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MAXIMISING YOUR 
EBOOKS: LIBRARIES AND 
SELF PUBLISHING

Barbara Scott, Senior Digital Services Officer, Surrey Libraries Jamais Cascio

https://www.flickr.com/photos/jamais_cascio/


TOPICS

• eBooks and Libraries in context

• Factors that influence selection

• What libraries have to offer

• How can libraries help you?

Steve Czajka

https://www.flickr.com/photos/steveczajka/


EBOOKS AND LIBRARIES IN CONTEXT

• eBook suppliers 

• Not just eBooks: eAudiobooks

• Examples

• Supplier agrees terms and conditions with Publishers 

• Coverage 

• http://company.overdrive.com/libraries/public-libraries/content-catalog/

http://company.overdrive.com/libraries/public-libraries/content-catalog/


FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE SELECTION

• Availability

• Compatibility and formats

• Cover

• Summary

• Title

• Content

• Samples

• Budget 

Peggy2012CREATIVELENZ

https://www.flickr.com/photos/73230975@N03/


FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE SELECTION

• Price

• Reviews 

• Sites like Fantastic Fiction, Goodreads and Lovereading

• Recommendations

• Currency/Trending

• Waiting lists

Michael

Margaret Ornsby

https://www.flickr.com/photos/sagamiono/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/60857146@N06/


WHAT LIBRARIES HAVE TO OFFER

• Knowledge of books and authors

• Publicity and Promotion

• Curated collections

• Another sales outlet

• Local Network/ Knowledge/Kudos for local authors

• Big Library Read

• Local Content 

• Loans of Self-Published material growing



HOW CAN LIBRARIES HELP YOU?

Pedro Ribeiro Simões

https://www.flickr.com/photos/pedrosimoes7/

